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By John Dodd

On Service Engineering Methodologies

Individuals generally seem to learn really quickly. 
Give them an interesting new idea or technique 
they are off and running. In contrast organizations 

generally learn and change slowly, noisily and with 
difficulty. There are many infamous case studies of 
supposedly smart organizations that misunderstood 
fast moving trends. The US automotive industry in 
the 1960s that ignored a potential energy crisis 
and the increasing attractiveness of Japanese 
cars. Sears that continued to sell self-branded 
merchandise while customers asked for name-
brand merchandise. More recently Microsoft that 
misunderstood the transformational nature of the 
Internet.

Like many IT trends, SOA is really badly named. 
While the architectural component is important, 
SOA is like an iceberg, with 80% of the complexity 
relating to important matters such as consistency of 
business process and data, life cycle methodologies, 
organization and skills development, investment, 
funding and pricing. This situation is not helped by 
the vendor community that is fixated on promoting 
what they have to sell – which generally ends up 

with them talking endlessly about ESB and service 
management technology. So it’s really no surprise that SOA is widely seen 
as a quite narrow, architectural and technology issue.

To draw attention to this we advise that it is preferable to refer to Service 
Orientation (SO) rather than SOA when discussing any matters that are 
not exclusively architecture related. But while naming is important insofar 
as it is helpful to get everyone on the same page, in the wider scheme 
of things naming is entirely superficial. What’s urgently needed is a clear 
understanding of the practices that need to be applied right across entire 
spectrum of business and IT disciplines. Regular readers will know that 
CBDI has been progressively developing guidance in all impacted areas, 
and our mission is to provide that deeper level of understanding of the 
impact right across business and IT practice.

The CBDI Roadmap is proving to be a useful tool in this area, but recently 
we have found it useful also to illustrate an (admittedly) high level view 
of the areas on which SO impacts to further communicate the overall 
transformation task. In Figure 1 we aim to show that SO requires a set of 
closely related methodologies that can facilitate a coordinated enterprise 
wide approach to the planning, supply, support and usage of services.

Hopefully communications tools like this will assist members in identifying 
and communicating the requirement for broader transformation within their 
enterprise and to accelerate the learning and implementation processes.

David Sprott, CBDI September 2005

Figure 1: A Set of Closely Related Methodologies
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By John Dodd

Service Portfolio 
Planning Revisited

The first article of our series on Practical Service Specification and 
Design, which appeared in the March Journal, aroused considerable 
interest from our readership. The article introduced a process for 
creating a Service Portfolio Plan for the enterprise. As a result of 
your questions, and the experience we recently gained in applying 
this process, we decided to revisit this topic, and expand upon the 
advice we gave in the earlier article. It is presented in a question 
and answer format.

Please remind me. What is a Service Portfolio Plan?
At the very least, this is a list of the software services1 your company will need, 
in order to build software solutions according to service-oriented architecture 
principles. Such a list should enable your company to acquire software services 
in reasoned manner – maximizing services sharing opportunities, reducing 
software/data redundancy and evolving the systems in a style that fits long-term 
enterprise-wide goals – while at the same time support the immediate software 
service needs of underway projects.

We advocate that the plan is much more than a list however. Figure 1 indicates the 
topics we expect the Plan to include. (The red lettering indicates refinements made 
to the Plan structure presented in March.) The most notable inclusions being:

1The term “service” can mean many things in IT. In this article, we use the term “software service”, or simply 
“service”, to denote a bundle of software that can perform many operations, each of which can be invoked 
programmatically over a network. A Web service, as defined by the Web Services Definition Language, is 
the most well-known form of software service.

Figure 1: Service Portfolio Plan Content
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• Section 2 subdivides the plan into a number of 
domains, each of which has its own Portfolio Plan 
in section 5.

• Section 3 establishes an extensive set of portfolio 
planning Policies, which direct and guide plan 
development, service acquisition and service 
design.

• A minimum set of quality standards which apply 
to services of the portfolio are documented in 
Section 4.

• The Portfolio Plan is described from three 
increasingly technical perspectives: the service 
view, the implementation view and deployment 
view. These appear in separate sub-sections 
within section 5. Early issues of the Plan will 
probably be limited to the service view.

Each enterprise will need to tailor the Plan content to meet 
its own objectives, these objectives being expressed in 
Section 1, and reflected in the tactics documented in 
Section 3. The plan is most likely created and published 
incrementally, possibly a domain at a time, and possibly in 
the form of web pages.

And what is the process for planning the service portfolio?
In the March article, we depicted the service portfolio 
planning (SPP) process using a UML activity diagram. We 
then gave a brief description of each of the twelve activities 
shown in the diagram.

In the meantime, we have made some refinements to this 
diagram, so the latest version is presented in Figure 2 
below. The changes improve the way iteration is explained, 
and provide a clearer distribution of project effort among 
the tasks.

How do I go about finding the business domains?
Before answering, it will be useful to explain the two flavors 
of domain used in SPP:

• A business domain is a major logical partition 
of an enterprise consisting of a set of associated 
business resources plus the business processes 
which act upon those resources. For example, the 
Manufacturing Domain might include resource types 
like Raw Material, Plant and Schedule, and include 
business processes such as Fulfill Production Order, 
Repair Equipment, and Design New Fabrication 
Process. In Portfolio Planning, we subdivide an 
enterprise into 7 to 20 business domains. We can 
then create the Plan one domain at a time.

• A service domain is a group of software 
services that share a common set of policies. It 
is a convenient way to subdivide a large service 
portfolio, and we will know the whole group has 
some common characteristics. Typically, the 
services of the domain follow the same Web 
services standards, comply with the same service 
dependency rules, share a semantic model, and 
sometimes share a single database – whatever is 
stated in the Service Domain definition.

Figure 2: Service Portfolio Planning Process
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In CBDI’s Service Portfolio Planning approach, each 
business domain will be supported by a set of software 
services grouped into a single service domain; there is 
a one-to-one mapping from business domain to service 
domain. But there may be other service domains, for 
collections of utility services, or collections of process 
services for example. It is not necessary that every 
service is assigned to a service domain. Only define 
(these additional non-mapped) service domains where 
you find them useful.

Back to the question – how to identify business domains.

We have concluded it is best to start from an enterprise-
wide business type model, which identifies the main (types 
of) resource available to the enterprise and the relationships 
between these resources. We use the word “resource” quite 
broadly here to encompass not only traditional resources 
like materials, employees and plant, but also finished and 
intermediate products of the enterprise, its organization 
structures, its procedures and skills, as well as statutory 
deliverables. The resources are, in fact, the instances of all 
the business types defined in the enterprise’s business type 
model.

The first-cut business domains are proposed by examining 
a diagram of the enterprise’s business type model and 
dividing it into intuitive resource-areas. Boundary lines are 
drawn on the diagram, so each business type (i.e. resource 
category) is assigned to one and only one resource-area. 
The target is 7 to 20 cohesive, nameable resource areas. 
The boundary lines are drawn to minimize the number of 
association lines which are crossed; within a resource area, 
each type must be associated to another without crossing 
a boundary. Generalizations may not be crossed, and this 
may require generalizations to be removed to achieve such a 
result. These resource areas are then our first-cut business 
domains. The services in one business domain are not 
usually permitted to communicate directly with services 
from another business domain (though this remains a policy 
decision). Each association that crosses a domain boundary 
suggests the need for cross-domain communication; hence 
we aim to adjust the boundaries to reduce the number of 
associations crossed. This will often mean that the domains 
are highly variable in size, but this cannot be helped.

The next action involves assigning business processes to 
domains. A business process typically creates instances of 
business types, and it is assigned to the domain for which it 
creates instances. It is unlikely to be so simple however:

• If the process does not create any instances, 
focus on the business types it updates instead.

• If the process does not updates instances either, 
then focus on the business types it references.

• If the process creates instances in multiple domains 
then break the process up into a few sub-processes 

which can each be assigned to one domain. If 
possible, define the sub-processes so they can be 
reused within other business processes. If there 
is no easy partitioning, then assign the business 
process to the domain where it does most of its 
creating and updating. If that proves impossible, 
then a few business processes may be left as truly 
“cross-domain” processes. If there are a lot in this 
position, return to the business type model, and 
redefine the resource-areas.

• In order to examine creation, updating and 
referencing, prepare a business process versus 
business type matrix, with create/update/
reference entries in the cells.

While the resulting business domains may bear a 
resemblance to the current organizational structure of the 
enterprise, and this will undoubtedly influence the choice of 
the first-cut resource-areas, the objective is to find logical 
business domains based on resource types and sub-
processes, that can survive change. Don’t attempt to mirror 
existing organizational divisions which may well get altered 
within the lifetime of the software architecture.

Why do we want to find these business domains?
By subdividing the enterprise into business domains which 
are minimally connected, we break an enormous task up 
into more manageable chunks. Different planning teams 
can work on each domain independently, in parallel or 
serially, according to business priority.

We generally advise that the core business services from 
one domain should not directly invoke services from another 
domain, but can invoke services from their own domain. 
This results in clear firebreaks within the service-oriented 
software, which limit the extent of debugging, retesting and 
so on, and which minimize interference between service 
implementation teams. At the same time, software services 
can exhibit the high-power functionality that comes with the 
ability to invoke one another’s services.

What exactly do you mean by a business process?
The basic meaning is:

A series of business activities which [when performed 
together] meet a customer demand by producing a product 
or service that will satisfy a customer request. Business 
processes have execution instances, so we know when one 
execution is complete, another has started, and how many 
are performed each month.

Ideally, each activity of a business process should add value. 
That is, its contribution to revenue should be greater than its 
cost. The term value chain is a synonym for this meaning of 
business process, and is perhaps the better term.
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The term business process is, however, also generalized 
to encompass other chains of activity which do not 
directly address customer needs, but which are essential 
aspects of running an enterprise. The business process 
should still have a requester and an output but these are 
internal “customers” and “products”. So we can have 
non-customer-facing business processes, which are 
variously termed secondary, sustaining, enabling, guiding, 
intelligence-providing, etc.

Business process can be subdivided into the individual 
business tasks which it does not make sense to subdivide 
further which we call elementary processes. We shall use 
the term sub-process for any grouping of elementary 
processes which is not itself a full business process (value 
chain) – though what constitutes an entire end-to-end 
business processes can be somewhat arbitrary, depending 
on the practitioner’s particular perspective.

It should be noted that many authors use the term business 
process to denote any granularity of business activity.

Our view, in common with many others, is that enterprises 
must focus on continually improving their business 
processes; and service centric software is key strategy for 
achieving joined-up business processes, cross-enterprise 
business processes, and business process innovation in 
response to varying market conditions and regulations.

You keep mentioning business type models. What are they and 
how are they used?
A business type model defines all the things the enterprise 
needs to keep track of in its computer systems. Though it 
describes the types of things (Employee, Product, Supplier, 
Site) rather than the instances of those things (David 
Beckham, Replica Shirt, MUFC, Bernabau Stadium). The 
main elements of the model are:

• Business Types

• Relationships between business types 
– associations and generalizations (a.k.a. 
inheritance)

• Attributes of Business Types

• Invariants (which limit or determine the values 
attributes and associations can take) – data 
integrity conditions, identifiers and derivation rules.

The model is expressed graphically. This can be in UML 
notation, where classes represent the business types, or in 
entity (relationship) modeling notation, where entity types 
represent the business types. Most readers will be familiar 
with such models. The important distinctions are probably:

• the model represents business concepts, though 
concepts that will not be tracked in computer 
systems are omitted

• the model defines, in well-structured way, all the 
data the business needs to store, but it is not 
database design

• derivable elements can be included, so long as 
they are flagged as derivable

• foreign keys, needed in relational database 
designs, are inappropriate in such models, though 
they can be used as a substitute for identifying 
associations in tools that are unable to document 
identifiers.

The business type model plays a central role in Service 
Portfolio Planning:

• An enterprise-wide “high level” business type 
model is used to decide the first-cut business 
domains.

• A detailed business type model for a business 
domain can be used to the identify core business 
services that will support the domain, and the 
dependencies between those services.

• The rich service specification for each service 
includes a business type model that documents 
the data (which appears to be) available to the 
service, and will be referenced by the pre- and 
post-conditions that define service behavior.

Table 1 gives an indication on how these three variations 
differ.

Our process for Service Portfolio Planning assumes the 
enterprise-wide “high level” business type model and detailed 
domain models are prepared by strategic modeling teams, 
and imported into the SPP process. If they aren’t available, 
then they will need to be prepared by the Portfolio Planners.

Why are core business services derived from the business type 
model?
The core business services form a “backbone” collection 
of services for a business domain. They can be invoked 
by the higher-level process services and by solution 
software. Core business services may, in turn consume 
utility services and underlying services.2 They should be 
business process-, user interface- and application-neutral, 
so they can be reused in new solutions, processes and user 
interface designs in future.

To achieve the necessary reuse qualities, and independence 
from any particular business process or software solution, 

2Refer to Table 1 and Figure 6 in Practical Service Specification and Design Part 1, which appears in the March 2005 CBDI Journal, if you need more explanation 
on service layering.
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CBDI propose that the core business services correspond 
to business resources – collections of strongly associated 
business types – rather than being derived from business 
functions, capabilities, process or organizational divisions. 
Experience has shown that resources, as modeled by 
business types, will be more enduring than processes, 
functions and organization structures, and therefore 
provide a sounder basis for the backbone services of the 
portfolio. And resource concepts can be generalized, to 
improve longevity.

Each core business service will be responsible for 
maintaining all the data of its assigned business types 
(though it may delegate various work to other services); 
it applies the life cycle rules for the types it is responsible 
for; it can offer comprehensive query capabilities for its 
responsibility area; it can offer operations which combine 
information with types owned by other services, as 
permitted by policy.

In SPP we first aim to identify the core business services, 
and their responsibilities, but not the individual operations of 
services. We then progress to identifying the process, utility 
and underlying services that will be useful within the portfolio. 
While the emphasis is on service identification, not operation 
identification, indicative lists of potential operations are 
usually included within the individual Service Descriptions, 
which form part of the Plan Content (see Figure 1).

Why are we identifying services rather than operations?
There are several reasons:

• Service Portfolio Planning is a big undertaking. In an 
enterprise-wide SOA approach, we expect to identify 
dozens of services, and hundreds of operations will 
be needed. Finding all the operations would make 
the planning job too large, while identifying the 
majority services needed is manageable.

• The identified services provide a strong structure 
for the portfolio. The operations can be identified 
as a clear and imminent requirement occurs within 
solution development projects, or as service 
acquisition initiatives demand their definition. 
Knowing the services means we should always 
have a “slot” in which to allocate a proposed 
element of atomic functionality (that is, an 
operation).

• It will not be difficult to add an operation to an 
already deployed service, so it is not essential to 
identify every operation from the outset.

Some SOA methods do not appear to distinguish between 
services and operations, or the distinction is left ambiguous, 
suggesting a service needs to be acquired for each distinct 
IT function that is required. The CBDI approach views 
services as coarse-grained design elements, which can 
each support many operations lying within a service’s area of 
responsibility. If there are technical or operational difficulties 
with the numbers of operations on a service, this “logical 
service” requirement could be partitioned into several 
“physical services” for implementation and deployment.

Elements ↓ High-Level 
Business Type 

Model

Detailed 
Business Type 

Model (for 
Domain)

Rich Service 
Specification

Business Type  the main 
types

 all  all which 
are relevant 

– called 
Information 

Types

Business Type 
Definition (text)

 yes, ideally  yes, ideally  all

Attributes  not needed  most  all

Associations  most 
associations 

between 
included types

 all  all

Association 
Names & 

Multiplicity

 useful  yes  yes

Identifiers  yes  yes

Attribute 
Optionality

 not essential  yes

Attribute and 
Association 
Definition

 only where 
meaning 
unclear

 except 
where meaning 

is obvious

Derivation 
indicator “/” 
on attrs and 
associations

 yes, 
essential

 yes, 
essential

Other 
invariants

 where 
known

 yes, 
essential

Scope Enterprise-
wide

One Business 
Domain

One Service

Table 1: Business Type Models in SPP
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Portfolio Planning seems like a big job. Do you really think an 
IT organization can afford to expend all this effort – just to 
produce a plan!
It is undoubtedly an overhead. But it is difficult to see 
how an IT organization will not end up owning a dog’s 
dinner of services, if service provisioning proceeds in 
an ad hoc manner. The services acquired are likely to be 
duplicated, inconsistent, non-standardized, un-locatable 
and un-shareable – if individual development teams acquire 
services tailored to their own solutions in each case.

Some central controls are needed, and some foresight. 
We encourage Portfolio Planning to proceed a business 
domain at a time, with priority being given to business 
domains where there is the greatest upcoming need for 
services. Larger corporations may have the resources, 
management commitment and vision to undertake Service 
Portfolio Planning in this way, especially where there is a will 
to pursue the Services In Advance approach3.

To begin SOA, services could be planned for fragments 
of business domains, to meet the immediate needs of 
committed projects. This would provide a compromise 
between portfolio design quality, and SOA rollout speed.

An organization that is averse to committing IT resources 
to non-software delivering initiatives, could instead adopt 
a solution-driven approach to portfolio planning, at least in 
the shorter-term. Where one or two SOA-inspired solution 
projects get underway before any Portfolio Plan exists, we 
propose that some portfolio planning should be undertaken 
in parallel – by other than the solution development team – to 
gain experience of, and demonstrate the value of, portfolio 
planning – even though it may be confined to narrow slivers of 
business domains. The aim would be to build up a patchwork 
Plan in incremental slivers, as demanded by underway 
solution projects, with further candidate services and policy 
elements being in-filled during inter-project periods. The 
experience gained this way is likely to reveal the benefits of a 
more substantial portfolio planning effort, one that is able to 
take a wider view and establish reasoned service policies in 
advance of larger-scale SOA implementations.

Tell me again, what you mean by policy?
In the context of SPP, a policy is a rule (inviolable, except 
by formal agreement) or guideline (a recommendation that 
should normally be followed) which governs the planning, 
specification and acquisition activity, with the intention that:

• The resulting software services are fit for purpose

• The service planning and acquisition process is 
efficient

• No regulations are transgressed.

We propose that policies are defined for these topic areas4:

• Tactics. The broad strategies and aims for SOA 
within the business need to be made transparent, 
so there can be a shared understanding among all 
stakeholders.

• Sourcing Policy. These guidelines indicate 
the preferred origin for service software or 
deployments, and these are likely to vary 
according to the commodity level of the service.

• Commercial Policies. These govern the selling and 
purchasing of services from third parties, or from 
partner organizations.

• Design and Architecture Policies. These 
policies should include rules on service 
layering, dependency and filtering; on deletion, 
identification and referential integrity practices; on 
standard service usage patterns; on techniques 
for customizing services; on the properties to be 
used in service descriptions.

• Standards. Industry standards that services must 
conform to; plus the documentation, diagramming 
and naming standards to be used.

• Service Lifecycle Policies. Procedures will 
be needed for certifying services, cataloging 
available services, and the asset management 
of services; for service change control; for 
the production operation of services and for 
management/monitoring at runtime; also, for 
approving portfolio plan increments and service 
specifications. The lifecycle policies defined in the 
Portfolio Plan simply govern the content of the 
procedures; they are not the actual procedures, 
which need to be developed in separate 
exercises.

• Default Quality Standards for Services. These are 
defined in a separate task of the planning process 
(Figure 2), and have a separate section in the Plan, 
since they are regarded as “default requirements” 
rather than policies.

Note that service policies are permitted to differ by service 
domain.

It may be possible to automate the enforcement of some 
policies – through asset management products, cataloging 
tools and runtime management tools for example. Others 
may need to be enforced manually, through review 
procedures for example, and by practitioners being well-
educated on what is expected.

3Services in Advance is explained in Part 2b of Practical Service Specification and Design, in the May 2005 CBDI Journal.
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Are you saying I need to define all the portfolio policies you list 
above, before I can even start designing the services?
It would certainly be logical to establish all the policies 
before identifying and acquiring services, and this is what 
the process flow diagram shown in Figure 2 advocates. 
Without these policies in place, policy-breaking or non-
standard or inappropriate-quality services are likely to be 
introduced.

But there are two difficulties with this logical route:

• Defining policies will burn up time and resources 
while solution development teams get increasingly 
frustrated waiting for the service software.

• The planners often lack the experience to define 
the policies; it is something that can be done 
more easily after mistakes have been made.

It is therefore proposed that the planning team make a 
time-boxed onslaught on the policies (half a day workshop, 
half a day to write up, say) to establish tentative policies. 
These policies are then adjusted and further detailed on the 
next two or three planning iterations, so a more rounded 
collection of rules and guidelines get evolved. This will, of 
course, mean that some early services may break policy. 
That can’t be helped; it is unlikely that all violations can be 
readily rectified. On the other hand, the initial brainstorm 
may have got most policies about right!

Service-Oriented Architecture makes my business more 
adaptable. Right?
The enterprise can become more adaptable – that is, more 
able to change as market conditions and regulations dictate 
– if its systems are built from services which conform to a 
well-designed Service Portfolio Plan, one that is divided 
into domains and is layered, that establishes policies 
compatible with business goals, decides the standards, sets 
out minimum quality requirements, and so on. This portfolio 
planning strategy supports a number of mechanisms that 
can deliver flexibility:

• New software solutions can be delivered more 
rapidly, since a high proportion of the code 
required can be obtained by re-using existing 
services.

• Some software changes, and hence some 
business changes, can be achieved by service 
implementation replacement (to correct or 
modernize its functionality, or to make it more 
efficient, or to consume a lower cost version). This 
can be done without modifying any consuming 
logic.

• Using document-oriented messages, 
asynchronous messages and various 
customization techniques documented elsewhere 
by CBDI5, can improve the organization’s ability 
to modify existing service behavior and the 
operations that get invoked.

• The layered approach to SPP allows lower 
level services to be standardized, while several 
variants of a service or end-user solution may be 
implemented in higher layers to supply functional 
differentiation when the business requires it.

• Techniques such as firebreaks between 
service domains and encapsulated component 
implementations, improve software robustness 
and testability. This results in software change 
being less risky than it is for monolithic 
architectures

• Integration with other enterprises’ systems can be 
achieved by one or both parties offering software 
services to the other.

• Continued usage, or rejuvenation, of well-
tried legacy systems, or enterprise application 
packages, is possible since these can be given 
software wrappers which expose underlying 
functionality as services.

• Service-based software has a long-term future, 
since there is widespread and heavyweight 
industry commitment to service-oriented tools 
and service standards, so software modifications 
and variants become a worthwhile investment.

• An enduring backbone of core business services 
is created, since they are based on enduring 
resources, while higher level process services and 
solution software can be changed – without the 
need to change lower layers of services.

• Best-of-breed commodity services can be 
exploited as they come on to market.

• Platforms and transport protocols can be 
changed, since this is supported by Web service 
standards.

While adaptability is an oft-quoted driver for SOA, but it 
does not need to be. The tactics section of the SPP policy 
should make it clear what your organization’s goals for 
SOA are. For example, your organization may place more 
emphasis on the application integration through services, or 
faster development through the use of commodity services 
supplied by third parties, than it does on adaptability. The 
SOA drivers will influence the resulting tactics, policies and 
domain plans.

4See March 2005 Journal for additional detail.
5See Oliver Sims’ article on Agile Services, in the Journal for July/August 2005, for example.
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Best Practice Report

By Richard Veryard

What lessons have been learned from practicing SPP?
• It is not necessary to detail the service view, 

implementation view and deployment view in the 
first iteration of a business domain. The service 
view for a domain is a valuable output in its own 
right.

• CBDI’s five service categories, which correspond 
to layers of the portfolio, appear to work well. 
Some practitioners argue for further subdivisions 
of these layers, which is fine, as long as it 
does not result in service implementations 
which require inordinate numbers of operation 
invocations to satisfy the simplest of use case 
steps.

• There needs to be a parallel exercise which 
establishes the Enterprise Service Bus, and it is 
reasonable to separate ESB design from portfolio 
planning.

• Service layering has more value than just being 
a means to structure the portfolio and control 
the dependencies. It enables an organization to 
standardize some functionality (generally in lower 
layers), and allow variation of other functionality (in 
higher layers). But the level at which standardized 
services becomes compulsory can vary according 
to the domain and policy.

• The number of services required by an 
enterprise is considerable (even though CBDI 
encourages multi-operation services), so the 
asset management for the software, and service 
cataloging (so services can be located and their 
specification inspected), is not a trivial exercise. 
So organizations may wish to consider acquiring 
highly generic services to reduce the number of 
services to be managed; these might support 
generic processes, generic resources or generic 
utilities. To keep the number of services down, 
do not wrap the generic services to make their 
use more self-evident; similarly, do not wrap 
implementation-reflecting (underlying) services as 
core business services (say), where the chosen 
policy is to ruthlessly minimize the number of 
services deployed.

• The central role of business type modeling has 
been confirmed. Business type modeling enables 
domains and services to be scoped, and business 
terminology hardened. Core business services 
enable a 360° view of key resources to be 
provided to solution developers.

Can the SPP approach be part of a problem/solution driven 
strategy? Or is it necessary to take a top-down approach?
While portfolio planning would typically get labeled as a 
top-down strategy, we propose that the Plan could be 
created in a piecemeal way, in parallel with the business 
process improvement projects that require new solutions or 
changed applications to be developed. This was the thrust 
of an earlier article6, where it was argued that solution-led 
planning may produce the best results, since the demand 
for services is very real and clearly specifiable. Though it will 
mean narrower perspectives are taken, with the possibility 
that certain inconsistencies and non-optimum designs only 
emerge later. But in the meantime, the solution projects 
have not been subject to undue delay.

I understand resource services, but what about process 
services? How do we find them?
Process services can be provisioned for each sub-process 
identified for a business domain, or for entire value chains 
in cases where these have not been partitioned into sub-
processes. These services can be included in the portfolio 
plan. Operations on process services will, however, only 
be needed where there is a need to orchestrate operations 
from several core business services, especially services 
coming from different domains; or to filter or to translate 
the interface of a core business service, to make solution 
development easier or more consistent. In some cases, it 
may transpire that a process service does not require any 
operations, and it can be abandoned. We do not encourage 
organizations to build services that do nothing but make the 
portfolio plan look tidy.

6See Practical Service Specification and Design Part 2a – Refining Service Requirements [for Consumers], in the April 2005 CBDI Journa l.
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Best Practice Report

By Richard Veryard

Service 
Economics

The software industry’s current inability 
to reason intelligently about the value 

of services contributes to a lack of investment in services. Service 
pricing is therefore an important topic within service management 
and governance, both at the level of the software/information 
service and at the level of the business service. Of course, service 
economics goes further than pricing. We are detecting strong 
interest about investment costs and funding in many enterprises 
because they are ramping up their investment cases.

Introduction
A recent article in the Economist has set the software industry buzzing about 
new business models for software, and given new impetus to discussions of 
Software as a Service (SaaS).

Context for Service Pricing
Service pricing is an important topic within service management and governance, 
both at the level of the software/information service and at the level of the 
business service.

• In a service economy, it must be possible to establish a viable 
business case for service provision, based on some predictions of 
service revenue. It must also be possible to establish a reasonable 
business case for service outsourcing, based on some predictions of 
service cost.

• Internally within a service-oriented enterprise, it must be possible to 
establish clear value contribution from services provided between 
organizational units. A financial accounting perspective of the 
enterprise will usually include some method for cross-charging 
services between organization units (sometimes known as service 
chargebacks).

• It follows that SOA governance must be based on some notion of 
service value – either exchange value or use-value.

• Finally, an important thread within business strategy involves finding 
new ways of constructing and delivering value to customers, in the 
form of value-adding services.
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Internal and External
The question of service pricing applies both inside the 
service-oriented enterprise (internal cross-charging) and 
between multiple service-oriented enterprises within a 
market-based service economy. Structurally, there is little 
difference between internal and external service economics. 
However, there are some important practical differences.

In some ways internal may be easier because there is 
greater homogeneity and trust, and there are established 
mechanisms (such as management escalation) for dealing 
with situations that go outside the expected limits. On the 
other hand, external service economics are typically much 
better grounded, because they are based on real market 
prices rather than theoretical calculations.

Indeed, some large enterprises engage in unbundling and 
outsourcing precisely to confer greater economic realism to 
internal units that would otherwise be sheltered from market 
forces.

With internal service economics, there is a strong 
connection between pricing and investment. A traditional 
cost accounting regime for IT tends to favour “first-
customer-project-pays-all” funding, and this typically leads 
to architectural distortions, restricted reuse and generally 
reduced SOA benefits. So SOA causes us to question 
whether traditional accounting is appropriate for the 
financial management of IT, and what alternatives could be 
considered. An internal pseudo-market for services, based 
on an appropriate pricing scheme, provides a possible 
alternative.

Pricing Schemes
In my CBDI article Identifying Web Services (Feb 2002), I 
suggested that a pricing scheme should have the following 
characteristics. (see Table 1 opposite)

Resource-Based Pricing
Software pricing is being disrupted by technological 
change1. Software vendors such as Oracle typically offer 
several different pricing schemes for users to pay for 
software. A popular pricing scheme for very large customer 
organizations is based on the number of processors on 
which the software is operated.

Both Intel and AMD are now ramping up production and 
sales of dual core processors, especially for back-office 
servers (where large numbers of Oracle databases can 
be found). If Oracle were to stick with the per-processor 
pricing scheme, it would suffer a significant loss of revenue. 
Instead it has redefined the pricing scheme, so that it now 

1See Economist. July 14th 2005, http://economist.com/business/displayStory.cfm?story_id=4173652

refers to the number of cores rather than the number of 
processors. Now it is the customers who are complaining.

Let’s look more closely at how this mess emerged. The 
pricing scheme appeared fair to both sides in the context of 
a technology reference model in which each processor has 
only one core. This reference model is now being replaced 
by a new model in which one processor can have multiple 
cores. In renegotiating the reference model, Oracle is put in 
the awkward position of saying to its customers: “hey guys, 
when we said processor what we really meant was core”.

In a complex and open world, reference models are 
unstable. (In this case, the trigger is a technological change 
– but it could equally have been a shift in the demand 
ecosystem, regulatory ecosystem or anything else for that 
matter.) The increasing prevalence of unexpected referential 
shifts is a significant source of uncertainty and risk for all 
stakeholders. Specifically, with resource-based pricing, 
risks are associated with possible changes in the reference 
model describing the resources on which the pricing is 

Transparent meaningful and understandable 
by customers and suppliers

Predictable customers can predict how much 
the service is going to cost

suppliers can predict how much 
revenue the service is going to 
yield

Workable technically feasible and efficient to 
administer

Incentive 
compatible 

encouraging economically 
efficient distribution patterns of 
demand and supply

Stable steady and sustainable over time, 
with reasonably steady price 
adjustments

Economic capable of being delivered at a 
reasonable return for the supplier

Fair level playing field – avoiding 
unfair discrimination between 
different classes of customer and 
usage, avoiding anti-competitive 
practices

Table 1: Pricing Scheme Criteria
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based. IT folk typically deal with the potential instability 
of a reference model by generalization or late binding – in 
other words, going to a different level of abstraction and/or 
leaving the specification incomplete – but that approach 
doesn’t work here because if you take the specificity away 
from the reference model, the pricing scheme becomes 
arbitrary/incomplete. “Hey guys, when we said processor 
what we really meant was any kind of asset really, oh we’ll 
work out the details later.”

So should Oracle bill its customers according to the 
number of processors or the number of cores? The answer 
is: neither of the above. Resource-based pricing simply 
isn’t flexible enough to give everyone a fair deal over an 
extended time period. So what’s the alternative?

From Input-Based Pricing to Output-Based 
Pricing
There are various forms of input-based pricing besides 
resource-based pricing, but they all suffer from a similar 
set of problems. Among other things, the service provider 
has no incentive to improve efficiency. Go figure: a software 
provider gets paid more if the software consumes more 
hardware, or requires more support, what do you think 
is going to happen? Meanwhile, hardware and support 
companies, even if notionally independent of the software 
companies, are likely to prefer business partnerships with 
those software companies that generate greater demand 
for their products and services. In regulated markets such 
as telecoms, regulators are alert to incentive incompatibility, 
and typically have a preference for output-based pricing 
schemes. See Box 1.

For the service economy, output-based pricing generally 
makes much more sense. Consumers pay for what they 
actually get, rather than what the service provider uses. 
There are various ways of calculating this, at different levels 
of granularity, with different distribution of risk.

From Output-Based Pricing to Value-Based 
Pricing
Output-based pricing has some key advantages over input-
based pricing, especially within a service economy. But 
there is a third option we have to consider – value-based 
pricing. So what’s the difference?

In a simple world, you might expect a simple linear 
relationship between input and output, and also between 
output and business value. Under these conditions, it 
wouldn’t matter whether you had input-based pricing, 
output-based pricing or value-based pricing, because they 
would all be equivalent.

But in a complex and diverse world, these relationships 
are non-linear, possibly even chaotic. The price will be 
commensurate with the business value only if a value-
based pricing scheme is in operation. Although this would 
seem to be a Good Thing, there seem to be all sorts of 
hesitations and resistances in practice. Service providers 
are wary of value-based pricing, because if the consumer 
does not properly embed the service into an effective 
business process, the consumer may never get any value 
from the service, and the service provider may never get 
paid. Consumers are wary of value-based pricing, because 
they fear that if they start to get huge amounts of value 
from a service, they will end up owing huge amounts to the 
service provider, which the service provider might not truly 
deserve.

For example, suppose you buy information (or consume 
an information service) about a stock price. If you 
subsequently use this information to speculate on the stock 
and make a million dollars, does this mean you should pay 
the information provider more than if you simply buy a few 
hundred shares to put into your long-term savings plan? 
What happens if you lose money on the stock – does the 
information provider share the risk? Value-based pricing 
makes some important assumptions about the nature of 
the relationship between the parties.

In 1987 I was working in Chicago, feeling a little homesick, 
watching British acts on American television. Tracy Ullman 
had her own weekly show, which included a cartoon 

Box 1: Incentive Compatibility

The question of incentive compatibility is basically an 
ethical one – does the pricing scheme motivate the 
supplier to provide a better service or a worse one? In 
telecoms, under certain circumstances, the network 
provider has an incentive to overload and degrade the 
performance of the network, because this increases the 
length of time a consumer is obliged to remain connected, 
thus increasing the revenue to the network provider. 
Telecoms regulators tend to pay a lot of attention to these 
system effects. Regulators are also looking out for ways 
in which network providers manage to overcharge their 
competitors in exchange deals.

So incentive compatibility does not imply that the price 
is commensurate with value, simply that there is no 
systematic distortion in favour of the supplier.
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interlude of a dysfunctional family. I am told that in return for 
granting airtime to this unknown cartoon, Ullman negotiated 
a small percentage for herself. The cartoon later expanded 
into a full show and Tracy Ullman is now a very wealthy 
woman. (Do you need me to tell you which cartoon it was? 
Doh!) That’s value-based pricing.

Value-based pricing seems like a brilliant scheme for 
both sides. The supplier gets the possibility of unlimited 
revenue; the consumer only pays if he can afford it. But 
there is considerable resistance to this scheme as well. 
Consumers are reluctant to sign a blank cheque – there 
is a feeling that the windfall profits for the supplier (like 
Tracy Ullman’s wealth) are in some sense undeserved. 
Meanwhile, suppliers may be suspicious of the calculation 
of value, especially if this is produced out of the customer’s 
accounting system.

Of course, it is perfectly possible to negotiate all sorts 
of ceilings and delays in either output-based pricing or 
value-based pricing. A scheme can be based on last year’s 
figures (which partly removes the element of surprise), and 

can have upper limits and sliding scales and all sorts of 
other complications. But then these complications can 
themselves interact in unexpected ways, producing chaotic 
and unreasonable results.

Risk and Resistance
Value-based pricing works best when it reflects a 
dynamically shared risk. The supplier and the consumer 
share the risk that a particular configuration of services will 
deliver value in a particular use-context. This is the third 
type of risk identified in Table 3.

The three types of risk/error also relate to different levels 
of software liability – the legal or commercial responsibility 
for software failure that can be placed on the software 
producer. As we move towards Software as a Service 
(SaaS), we need to incorporate new ways of thinking about 
liability and responsibility – going beyond the simple notions 
of compensation that are coded into WS-Collaboration and 
BPEL.

Pricing Definition Payroll Example Word Processing Example 
(Hypothetical)

Input-Based 
(including Open Source)

The consumer pays for the 
components and resources that 
are required to implement and 
deliver the service – including 
hardware units, software units, 
support units, and so on.

If you buy a payroll package to 
run on your own machine, you 
typically pay a licence fee to the 
software provider that might be 
related to the size of the machine, 
but not directly to the number of 
payroll transactions.

I buy a copy of Microsoft Word.

Output-Based 
(including Software as a Service)

With output-based pricing, the 
consumer pays for the direct 
results of a service.

“Customers buy access to 
the functionality the software 
provides” (Phil Wainewright, 
Loosely Coupled) 

If you buy payroll processing as a 
service, you typically pay for the 
number of payroll transactions, 
regardless of the quantity of 
hardware and software that is 
required to deliver this service.

I make a micropayment to 
Microsoft every time a save or 
print a document.

(Oh, and I want a micropayment 
refund every time the software 
crashes.)

Value-Based 
(including Partnership)

With value-based pricing, the 
consumer pays for the indirect 
consequences of a service.

“In that scenario, the only way 
to price is in terms of business 
results and their perceived 
value to the customer” (Phil 
Wainewright, Loosely Coupled)

“Software companies will have to 
begin charging for – dare I say it 
— business

If you buy payroll processing as 
a business service, you might 
negotiate a contract that was 
based on the total financial value 
of the payroll, rather than the 
number of transactions.

I pay a percentage of my royalties 
to Microsoft every time I sell an 
article or report.

Table 2: Three Types of Pricing
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The obvious risk for the supplier is that the user can 
manipulate the use of the software/service to reduce 
the amounts paid to the supplier. For example, in a per-
transaction charging scheme, there is an incentive for 
the user to aggregate transactions in order to reduce 
the amount paid to the supplier. (Conversely, there is an 
incentive for the supplier to proliferate transactions.)

Dynamically shared risk generally entails collaborative 
composition – an adaptable solution is dynamically customized 
as an ongoing joint initiative by the supplier and consumer. 
Static customization (where the customization is a one-time 
act of adaptation to a fixed set of customer requirements) 
doesn’t involve any ongoing risk on the supplier’s part, and is 
therefore less suited to value-based pricing.

Ultimately, there is a link between service pricing and 
other aspects of SOA governance. William Vambenepe of 
HP sees possible opportunities for technical integration 
between the products used for managing SLA hierarchies 
and the products that will be required for managing service 
pricing.

“Products . . . allow you to map business processes to 
the IT infrastructure that powers the steps of the process, 
so you can make decisions on managing the IT elements 
based on their real impact on the business rather than 
fixed SLAs. . . . At this point, the focus is on using this 
to automate and optimize IT management. But this is 
so similar to the software pricing issues that one has 
to wonder whether these technologies won’t eventually 
allow us to price software in a way better aligned with the 
real business value provided by the software.”

Economics of Composition and Decomposition
Software services are composed with hardware and other 
services to produce solutions. With input-based pricing, 

the price for the whole solution is derived bottom-up from 
the prices for the software and other services from which 
it is composed. With output-based or value-based pricing, 
the reverse is generally true – you start with an appropriate 
price for the whole, and divide this price between the 
services that comprise it.

With both top-down decomposition and bottom-up 
composition, there may of course be a premium or discount 
associated with the composition itself – thus the composite 
service may carry a premium or discount over the individual 
services that make it up. A premium (where the composite 
costs more than the sum of its parts) might possibly reflect 
the design/management effort of the composition itself 
and/or the added value created by this composition. A 
discount (where the composite costs less than the sum of 
its parts) might possibly reflect the design/management 
effort of the decomposition and/or the added value created 
by this decomposition.

For example, a storage solution might cost so many cents per 
terabyte per month. Out of this total price, a certain percentage 
may be claimed by the storage management software.

Note that the percentage itself may change over time 
– for example, the storage hardware may fall more rapidly 
in price than the other components, leaving the storage 
management software to claim a larger proportion of the 
total storage cost.

The need to manage prices dynamically over time means 
that neither pure top-down nor pure bottom-up is good 
enough. We need ways of reasoning and negotiating 
intelligently around complex pricing hierarchies, both top-
down and bottom-up.

And storage management is one of the simpler areas. 
Consider security management, where in an ideal world we 
might wish for pricing based on the quality and effectiveness 

Risk Error (Root-Cause Analysis) Required Capability Viable System Model 
(Beer)

Pricing 

Performance Risk

A component service will not work as 
specified

Error of Execution

The failure of a planned action to 
be completed as specified

Execution Capability System 1 Input-Based

Composition Risk

The component services will not work 
together as a whole as intended

Error of Planning

The use of a wrong plan to 
achieve an aim

Command & Control 
Capability 

System 2/3 Output-Based

Implementation Risk

The proposition will not work in its 
context-of-use

Error of Intention

The supplier adopting an aim that 
is unwanted by the user

Strategic Capability System 4/5 Value-Based

Table 3: Three Types of Error / Risk
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of the security (number of adverse incidents, number of 
false positives, etc. etc.) rather than pricing based solely on 
the quantity and efficiency of the security (number of user 
identities issued, number of passwords checked, etc. etc.). 
With present-day conceptual tools, we find it very difficult 
to calculate the value-contribution of a given software 
product (e.g. firewall or intrusion detection) to achieving 
these outcomes. But as a result, companies sometimes 
pay large amounts for security (or other) software without 
being able to show value-for-money.

The implications for SOA are serious. The software 
industry’s current inability to reason intelligently about the 
value of services results in a lack of investment in services. 
A lot of current SOA investment is based on single-project 
payback – and this causes architectural distortions and 
poor achievement of SOA goals.

Service Management
The problem of reasoning about the pricing of services in 
complex composition/decomposition hierarchies is closely 
akin to the general service management problem – where 
SLA hierarchies also follow a complex and difficult algebra.

The state of the art in service monitoring and management 
is largely bottom-up – paying attention to the behavior 
profiles and operational policies associated with single 
web services. This suffers from a number of problems. It 
is not scaleable (in terms of size or complexity), it is not 
accessible to non-technical managers, and it provides no 
visibility of the link to business value.

There are lots of issues around service management 
that we have talked about elsewhere. But the important 
connection here is the way that effective top-down service 
management contributes to extracting value from SOA. 
With proper service encapsulation, input-based service 
pricing has no meaning for the service consumer, and there 
is an imperative to move towards output-based or value-
based pricing. This in turn requires service management 
tools that allow service designers, architects and managers 
to reason intelligently about service value and price. CBDI 
has always argued for effective service management, and 
we are pleased to see the leading vendors beginning to 
address the requirements properly.

Software Industry Responses
The Economist article has been widely read by senior 
management in the software industry, and there have 
already been some high-level responses. As already 
mentioned, Jonathan Schwartz of Sun Microsystems sees 
this argument as a further justification for Open Source 

– which is merely a more sophisticated form of Input-Based 
Pricing. He looks forward to a world in which software is 
free. This business model suits those software companies 
(such as IBM) that make significant amounts of revenue 
from hardware and/or services.

Meanwhile, Oracle is drawing attention to its experiments in 
Output-Based Pricing. In a recent interview2, Oracle President 
Charles (Chuck) Phillips stated that “We’d love to get to a mode 
where we’re looking at the number of employees served, the 
number of checks processed – you name it, some business 
metric – and take it out of the technology realm and tie our 
success to their success in terms of business”. Although he 
uses the rhetoric of value-based pricing, the examples he 
gives are output-based. (It’s a measure of how little Oracle 
understands business that Phillips thinks that the number of 
checks processed counts as a business metric. Does Phillips 
know how many checks the Oracle accounts department 
processed last month? Does he care?)

Specialist service provider Le Cayla offers software 
companies a managed way of converting to output-based 
pricing. Software producers embed some coded service 
calls into the software, which securely pass a defined set 
of usage statistics from the customer’s computer to the 
LeCayla server. Essentially, this allows a software producer 
to implement a software meter – which can be based on 
either input measures or output measures. It also supports 
policy-based charging, and allows software management 
on the consumer side to set rules for the utilization of the 
software. (Rules and policies are written in a LISP-like 
language, which provides some scope for complexity in 
their composition.) Although LeCayla has a long-term vision 
of Value-Based Pricing, it is currently supporting Output-
Based Pricing as a step in the right direction.

When I spoke to Conor Halpin of LeCayla about the benefits 
of metered software, he was eloquent about the possibilities 
of cost containment and increased control offered to the 
consumer side. At present, however, LeCayla itself charges 
the software producer side for its services.

The trouble is that from the software producer side of the 
fence there may be no compelling reason to switch from 
input-based pricing to output-based pricing, and there is 
undoubtedly going to be continued resistance from those 
software producers who see their traditional revenues 
threatened by thinking of Software as a Service. Just as 
many software producers appear to have succumbed to 
Open Source only after concerted pressure from large 
institutional users, so we may expect much of the push 
towards Software as a Service to come from the same 
quarters. We shall be interested to observe how many 
software producers see some competitive advantage in 
offering a metering capability.

2News.Com July 22nd 2005 http://news.com.com/2100 – 1022_3 – 5799986.html
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Conclusions
If (as we confidently predict) SOA is to provide value across 
an extended enterprise, then it would seem reasonable for 
the financial benefits of this value to be distributed equitably 
between the stakeholders. In a service economy, this 
distribution is effected through the pricing and chargeback 
of services.

We can see some signs of institutional change within the 
software industry, towards charging for Software as a Service 
(SaaS), which implies a more service-oriented conception of 
the value of software effort. But the algebra of service pricing 
is a complex subject, and requires careful modeling of the 
composition of services and the context of use.

In the short term, the challenge is to find value proxies that 
are sufficiently close to real business value to be meaningful 
for output-based pricing, but provide clear and visible limits 
to the risks and responsibilities shared between the parties. 
During this stage, most organizations will be able to retain 
traditional accounting practices.

In the longer-term, we see service pricing becoming 
integrated into SOA governance, with seamless 
management of policy hierarchies and SLA hierarchies, 
together with dynamic allocation of costs and risks. For many 
organizations, this will require moving away from traditional 
IT cost accounting and traditional project ROI towards new 
ways of justifying and managing IT expenditure.

Cynics sometimes argue that many organizations will 
always resist value-based pricing because they don’t 
provide genuine value to their customers. But this cynicism 
only reinforces a belief that value-based pricing is in the 
interest of honest suppliers and honest customers, if we 
can only implement it in an efficient and fair manner. These 
are the kinds of technological changes that deserve to be 
supported by institutional change.
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Box 2: Vendor Example: Computer Associates

Computer Associates (CA) is one of the software vendors 
leading the move towards new models of software pricing and 
revenue. For several years CA has offered alternative (flexible) 
licensing arrangements for some of its main products, and is 
strongly committed to progressing the business model.

In recent years, CA has found many corporate customers 
interested in talking about output-based pricing – but fewer 
customers willing to put it into practice. While customers 
are very happy to share the downside risk with a software 
provider, they are rather less keen to share the upside risk. 
However, there have been some limited successes with 
output-based pricing and even value-based pricing. For 
example, for one mobile phone operator, the software license 
is geared to the number of subscribers. CA is eager to expand 
this kind of deal.

Clearly this kind of deal means that revenue is dependent 
upon a lot of factors that are outside the software provider’s 
control (although this is no worse than for traditional forms 
of software licensing). Risk mitigation on both sides (supplier 
and consumer) typically results in hybrid deals, combining 
some elements of input-based or subscription pricing with 
some elements of output-based pricing, arranged in bands 
with defined max/min values.

As a service management vendor, CA is keen to see service 
levels and other information included as standard in the 
self-describing service, and is active in some of the relevant 
standards bodies. CA intends its own service management 
tools to provide a comprehensive top-down view of the 
business process. CBDI looks forward to seeing products of 
this kind emerging from CA and its competitors over the next 
year or so.
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Agile SOA with CISCO 
Application-Oriented 
Networking

The processing of messages between endpoints including message 
distribution and transformation, message management and 
message-level security is a core requirement of realizing Service 
Oriented Architecture. In this report, we look at how Application-
Oriented Networking (AON) devices recently launched by Cisco 
introduce a new approach to this requirement by plugging into the 
heart of the network.

Controlling Chaos
Some might desire that the perfect SOA world would be one of stability and 
harmony where Services are always available, messages flow directly and 
reliably to their correct destination, standards prevail, and everyone uses the 
same schema.

However, the real goal of SOA is to deliver business and IT agility. Though 
Service Levels might be expected today to be sustained at 99.99%, the goal of 
SOA should be to dynamically use new and alternative Services and providers, 
where disparate Services and schemas might be deliberately differentiated for 
competitive advantage and where endpoints constantly change to balance the 
shifting demands placed upon federated resources. In such a world, security 
and trust can never be assumed, and must be constantly established and re-
established throughout the network.

The perfect SOA world might therefore be seen as more one of controlled 
chaos. Agility is best served by processing the messages between endpoints 
in a separate layer that is abstracted away from the requesting and providing 
applications. Implemented correctly this should reduce the level of coupling, and 
reduce the maintenance effort on the applications.

In a previous report1 CBDI outlined the concept of “Articulation Points”, 
as possible nodes in the network where decisions of Service, provider or 
implementation might be made to improve agility. These decisions are not just a 
question of routing. Various providers might have different security requirements 
for example, or Services that are conceptually the same might have different 
schemas. Consequently message headers and contents might also need to be 
transformed in some way.

There are a number of activities that might usefully be performed at an articulation 
point. For example:

1CBDI Best Practice Report: Business Adaptability and Adaptation in SOA. http://www.cbdiforum.com/

secure/interact/2004 – 02/business_adaptability.php 

By Lawrence Wilkes
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Service Mediation
• Routing, addressing and multi-point distribution of 

messages

• Add or change headers to comply with 
requirements of a particular endpoint, such as 
addressing or reliable messaging.

• Transformation of message contents according to 
schema

• Consolidate multiple messages, or separate a 
message into parts for distribution

Service and Message Security
• Implement security requirements such as 

authentication or encryption

• Act as a firewall, sifting out rogue messages

Service and Message Management
• Monitor message activity and events to report on 

system and business status

• Respond to changes in Service availability (e.g. 
re-routing)

• Caching messages, or load balancing messages 
across endpoints

Achieving this requires service and message-content 
awareness, and hence the normal network infrastructure in 
place today within organizations is unable to fully address 
these requirements. Instead a number of software solutions 
have been introduced in recent years and organizations 
seeking to implement SOA are likely to adopt one or more 
of the following products

• SOA Management (SOAM) products (often 
previously labeled Web Service Management)

• Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) – which might 
include Message Oriented Middleware (MOM)

• Specialist capability such as XML Firewalls

The requirement is not just to meet the future agility needs 
of SOA, but also to address the need to incorporate existing 
systems, something at which most ESB products excel.

However, in meeting these requirements, the solution must 
not itself become a constraint or bottleneck. Whether 
warranted or not, organizations are concerned about the 
performance of SOA and XML solutions. With the rise in 
message traffic generated by SOA, plus the increased 
complexity and payload of XML, together with the 
processing required for the above activities, performance 
will be paramount.

Organizations are also concerned by the cost and effort of 
rolling out such solutions, particularly across a broad and 
diverse network that might have a high number of nodes 
and a mix of heterogeneous platforms. They may also be 
concerned with the degree of invasiveness required by the 
solution, perhaps requiring endpoints to be changed and 
requests re-addressed, or requiring use of a particular 
messaging product, and the degree to which this creates 
unwanted dependences on the new solution.

Cisco Application-Oriented Networking
To address these requirements, Cisco has formed a new 
product group as part of their Intelligent Information Network 
(IIN) vision and strategy, and introduced new Application-
Oriented Networking (AON) products. Having established 
market leadership in networking hardware to support the 
lower layers of the OSI model2, AON allows Cisco to address 
requirements for the application layer (layer 7).

As well as providing a solution to the functional 
requirements identified earlier, AON addresses some of the 
concerns of organizations outlined above by embedding 
processing into hardware devices and placing it into the 
network infrastructure to optimize performance and simplify 
deployment.

The core capabilities of current AON modules are listed 
in Table 1. Where permissions allow, AON can inspect the 
full message, including headers and body to enable the 
content-based behavior required for agile SOA.

AON is not predicated though on Web Services. As well 
as providing support for Web Service messages, including 
support for advanced Web Service protocols such as 
WS-Security, WS-RX and WS-Addressing, AON also 
supports other messaging protocols such as TIBCO and 
IBM WebSphere MQ, making it suitable for use in existing 
MOM environments, as well as integrating existing non-
XML aware systems.

A measure of dynamic behavior can be provided by 
integrating AON with feed from Systems Management tools 
such as CA Universe or IBM Tivoli so that decisions such 
as routing or load balancing can be made on the basis of 
endpoint availability or performance. However, AON does 
not supporting emerging Web Service based manageability 
standards such as WSDM as yet.

2Open Systems Interconnect Reference Model: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OSI_model
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3http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=ws-rx

Service Mediation

Protocol Support and Switching Support for Web Service protocols, HTTP, HTTPS, TIBCO EMS, IBM 
WebSphere MQ, JMS protocols, and switching between them

Message Transformation XML and non-XML message transformation. Built-in XSLT engine. 
Support for external parsers, or addition of Java-based transformation 
engine.

Contextual lookup Refer to external systems based on contextual information in message

Content-based Routing Message routing based on contents

Message distribution Including multi-point distribution

Reliable Messaging Support for WS-RX3, or MOM

Service and Message Security

Authentication based for example on username/password, WS-Security profile, digital 
certificates. Integration with Kerberos, LDAP

Authorization Determine level of access using SAML/SOAP, LDAP, and custom 
defined policies.

Non-Repudiation Digitally sign messages or elements of, using variety of mechanisms

Confidentiality Encrypt/decrypt messages or elements, including Triple Data 
Encryption Standard (3DES), RSA symmetric ciphers and others

Centralized Key Management Enables users to register, configure, bind and provision key and 
certificates from the AON Management Console to the AON Device

Transport Layer Security Support for SSL 3.0 and TLS 1.0

Service and Message Management

Application load balancing Balance messages across multiple endpoints based on various 
algorithms

Logging Log messages to external systems for analysis

Notification and Alerting Raise notifications or alerts based on system or business level events.

Caching Cache results of previous responses based on rules, or indicators set 
in response.

Compression Compress/decompress messages between nodes based on policies

Table 1: Cisco AON Module Functionality
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AON Architecture
AON is supplied as a hardware module that can be installed 
into Cisco switches and routers. Currently AON modules 
are available for

• Cisco Catalyst 6500 Series, a powerful switch 
which is normally deployed in the enterprise core 
or data center

• Cisco 2600/2800/3700/3800 Series, which would 
be deployed at branch locations of the enterprise

The AON modules are currently in limited availability, and 
expected to go into general availability within 4–6 months.

Though fundamentally AON provides similar capabilities to 
ESB and SOAM type products the architecture provides 
AON with advantages over traditional software-based 
solutions which need to be deployed to an underlying 
operating platform and/or application container, such as 
Microsoft Windows, IBM WebSphere or Apache Axis.

Transparency
Firstly, AON provides a non-invasive solution. Existing 
endpoints do not require a change of address, though AON is 

addressable and can act as a proxy if required. As illustrated 
in Figure 1, the supervisor is part of the Cisco switch and is 
configured to redirect appropriate traffic to AON and other 
modules within the switch for processing, and on completion 
continue to route them to their destination. With message 
traffic already flowing through and supervised by the Cisco 
switch, AON doesn’t add complexity to the network, and 
makes AON transparent to the providing and consuming 
endpoints, and the messages exchanged between them.

A degree of transparency can also be achieved with 
ESB/SOAM solutions, as their underlying platforms may 
provide the necessary plug points to enable message 
traffic to be interrogated without impacting the providing 
and consuming endpoints. However, this is not a platform 
independent solution hence requiring multiple versions of 
the software to provide heterogeneous platform support, 
and of course requires that the underlying platform is also 
deployed to every node on the network the capability is 
required. Importantly, some platforms in use – such as 
legacy – may be the endpoint for Services, but not provide 
the transparency to allow messages to be intercepted and 
processed independently of the application. In comparison, 
AON is independent of any other platform, and transparent 
to providing or requesting applications.

Figure 1: Cisco AON Architecture
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Performance
AON also has a performance advantage as many of the 
computer-intensive activities are supported by hardware-
based acceleration. This includes XML parsing and 
processing, cryptographic and SSL operations, and 
regular expression matching which is used to search and 
manipulate text based on patterns (useful for processing 
service messages). Cisco claim this can deliver up to 
10x performance improvement in some functions over 
equivalent software-based solutions.

As well as hardware acceleration, the caching and 
compression capabilities can also help to improve 
performance of the overall network. Scalability can be 
provided by adding additional AON Modules to the switch.

The trade-off of such an approach might be flexibility. 
Software-based functionality should be quicker to adapt 
and deploy in response to changing requirements. 
However, as protocols are standardized and stabilized they 
become suitable for hardware implementation. Parts of the 
engine will also be fairly stable to in terms of the processing 
performed. Hence capability like SSL and XML processing 
might be suitable for hardware implementation today, whilst 
some WS-protocols are still emerging and evolving, so are 

better processed in software for now. Consequently, over 
time Cisco plan for more functions to be accelerated in 
hardware. Either way, as a combination of hardware and 
software, AON takes advantages of both approaches.

Currently the hardware acceleration in AON is implemented 
using Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA), generic 
hardware processors that can be programmed to meet 
individual requirements. Over time, the functionality will move 
to faster Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC), giving 
another improvement in performance, though this requires the 
functionality to be designed into the circuit and hence has a 
longer lead-time and a very stable requirement.

AON Tools
The AON Development Studio (ADS) is used to define 
policies and the sequence of operations (called “Bladelets”) 
used to process messages. As shown in Figure 2, this 
provides a graphic environment where icons represent 
the different Bladelets available. A policy-based approach 
allows policies to be applied consistency across different 
workflows. Configurations are stored in XML. The 
configuration process is very similar to that in many existing 
ESB/SOMA software-based products.

Figure 2: AON Development Studio (ADS)
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The AON Management Console (AMC) provides centralized 
control over a distributed AON network with configuration, 
centralized key and certificate management, and lifecycle 
management.

Finally, extensibility is provided by

• Adapter Developer Kit (ADK) which enables the 
development of custom adapters to send and 
receive messages in different formats.

• Bladelet Developer Kit (BDK) which enables the 
development of custom Bladelets

Cisco expects partners to exploit the ADK and BDK to provide 
support for their specific requirements, such as adaptors for 
message formats required by packaged application.

Usage Scenarios
Figure 3 illustrates an architectural pattern that reflects 
many potential usage scenarios with, AON deployed at the 
following points across the network such as,

• Dispatch – Used by the Service Consumer 
to consolidate messages, address them to 
appropriate endpoint based on policies, format 
message and headers according to endpoint 
requirements.

• Intermediary – Used by an Intermediary acting 
as a distribution and management hub, to provide 
additional policy-based routing, store & forward 
or broadcast messages to multiple recipients, add 
billing and other value added Services.

• Receipt – At the Enterprise Edge to receive 
messages, provide filtering & firewall, 
authentication.

• Distribution – Within the Enterprise core to 
distribute messages to implementations, load-
balance, or forward on to external providers

Some example usages scenarios include

• For an enterprise branch network, AON might 
form the core points of Service usage and delivery 
between the branch and the head office or data 
centre.

• For a B2B supply chain, AON might be the 
point at which trading policies are executed to 
determine the composition and distribution of 
orders

Case Study
BT Radianz is a leading provider of connectivity for the 
global financial community. They currently use Cisco routers 
to provide a secure, reliable extranet connecting more than 
10,000 member locations to 160 providers of market data 
and financial services information. BT Radianz will use AON 
to provide additional intelligence when routing transactions 
and other messages with the aim of improving the speed 
with which information is delivered, which is paramount in 
a financial environment where trades must be made with 
minimum latency.

For example, AON would enable the network to intelligently 
route transactions based on variables as the time of day, 

Figure 3: AON Deployment Scenarios
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type of transaction (buy or sell), the originator’s identity or 
location, or order quantity. Or it could be used to dynamically 
prioritize trades ahead of less important traffic.

In the first deployment phase of AON, BT Radianz will 
offer a Financial Information Exchange (FIX) Transaction 
Monitoring Service, to provide real-time monitoring of FIX 
traffic traveling on the BT Radianz network. FIX is a financial 
services industry-standard protocol for exchanging equity 
orders. The monitoring service will give customers better 
visibility of the processing of their FIX messages across the 
network.

A further customer example is a retailer using AON to first 
consolidate and filter RFID information at locations on the 
branch network, then using AON to process the information 
at the head office and forward to appropriate suppliers and 
partners

Summary
CBDI has long argued that elements of Service mediation 
and management would gradually be reassigned to the 
underlying operating and network infrastructure, rather than 
run as applications running on top of them. AON takes this 
a further evolutionary step by baking relevant capabilities 
into hardware.

Customers will clearly make a comparisons today with 
ESB and SOAM software-based solutions. Whilst the 
functionality is comparative, the network provides an 
interesting alternative location to host such capability and 
AON exploits this well. Though purely software-based 
solutions might be seen as more responsive to change, 
AON provides a combination of software and hardware 
based capability to counter this.

Whilst ESB and SOAM software is dependent on a host 
platform, AON is itself currently dependent on Cisco 
Routers, though Cisco plans to make AON available as a 
stand-alone appliance in future.

Though AON pricing as not yet been set, Cisco assure us 
this will be a cost effective solution and offer a competitive 
price/performance ratio.

However, AON does not necessarily force a choice between 
ESB/SOAM and AON. There is no reason why the two 
cannot compliment each other. For example AON devices 
could be used at the branch network to manage messages 
locally and then communicate with an ESB used at the 
enterprise core. This could be a scenario you might expect 
the partnership between Cisco and IBM to exploit, with 
AON complementing WebSphere.

AON should enable Cisco to redress some of the price 
pressure in the highly competitive network hardware market 
by adding higher value capabilities. Cisco’s key challenge 
will be to convince developers to use a network/hardware-
based approach rather than “traditional” software 
alternatives. However, with a large number of enterprises 
already using Cisco networking products, AON is ideally 
placed as their customers move towards SOA. Adding 
layer 7 application support enables Cisco to increase their 
presence in the enterprise even further.

Links
Cisco AON – http://www.cisco.com/en/US/products/
ps6455/index.html
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Developing the 
Architectural 
Framework for 
SOA
Part 4 – Business Services

This article discusses a crucial architectural viewpoint – the structure 
of business services. While mature component-based approaches over 
the past ten years have developed concepts of service modularization 
within core business systems, it is only with the introduction of web 
services as a standards-based interaction technology that the 
demand for such thinking has become widespread.

Part of this thinking is the concept of endemic services, not only facing outward 
from the core server-side systems, but also at other levels within the enterprise, 
so that services can be readily assembled at any required level. But this requires 
software to be structured into modules that are as autonomous as possible, so 
that dependencies can be minimized. Architected layering of business function 
encapsulated in service-oriented components is the enabler of effective service 
assembly and composition. It is also the basis for many of the kinds of capability 
described in the scenarios in Part 1 of this series – especially impact analysis.

Introduction
Part 1 of this series described two scenarios set in the near future. This article 
examines how the impact service described in the first scenario could be designed. 
First, however, the concept of layers of business function and dependency 
management is briefly reviewed. The structure and architecture described provides 
the basis for the impact analysis scenarios, which forms the second part of this 
article. Along the way, we’ll cover “composite applications”, service assemblies, 
service choreography, collaborations, and how application packages and legacy 
systems can participate in the new service era that we’ve now entered into.

In the discussion, service implementations are thought of as being the kind of 
“component” described in Part 2 of this series [1]. Briefly, the fundamental idea 
behind component design is to capture a single important business element (such 
as Customer or Sales Order Process) within a single component that provides 
a service-oriented interface. Most SOA projects address legacy or packaged 
applications. Nevertheless, we can think of specific parts of such systems as 
components that wrap an EAI specification that is actually executed by the EAI 
engine. This was also described in [1] – along with a number of important caveats!1

1For example, many packaged and legacy apps do not have published interfaces, or if published, they are 
of too fine a granularity. In addition, many such apps are designed monolithically – they do not provide 
autonomous services. And even were this not to be so, different parts of the apps may not be “stateless”, 
and hence they have “side-effects” that may make a given service much less useful than it otherwise might 
be. Mature CBSE design was developed, among other reasons, specifically to avoid these problems.
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Figure 1: Application Layering

Business Services Structure
The second article [1] presented a classification of service 
“domain types” as follows: external commodity, cross-
business processes, business processes (including 
workflow), procedure & resource, and user interaction. 
These comprise a set of business function layers that can 
be used to manage dependencies between services, which 
is essential if services are to composable. Processes in the 
business process domain (typically managed by BPM or 
similar middleware) naturally layer themselves when aligned 
with the organizational entity responsible for the process 
(the layering maps to the organization hierarchy). A general 
rule is that a lower-level process cannot compose a higher-
level one – although it can, of course, initiate a higher-level 
one by (for example) publishing a business event to which 
the higher-level process has subscribed.

Business Function Layers in the Procedure & 
Resource Domain
The procedure & resource domain is often divided into 
two or three layers. Indeed, three of the five layers in the 
CBDI service model [2] relate directly to the procedure & 
resource domain. These are “core business”, “underlying”, 
and “utility” services (similar to “process”, “entity” and 
“utility” in [3]).

However, we can usefully sub-divide these three layers 
further. Figure 1 shows an example from [3].2 The rules for 
these layers are that a service in any one layer provides 
services to components in any of the layers above it. Put 

more precisely, the invocation pattern is that of an open 
directed acyclic graph. In general, only the topmost layer 
provides services to requesters outside the domain, such 
as the procedure domain or the user interaction domain.3 
Other layers provide services to layers above themselves.

The “books” and “support utilities” are basic business data, 
with some calculation, that are of wide applicability – and 
if they could be bought off-the-shelf, they certainly would 
be.4

Service Visibility
Of course, it is certainly not the case that all services 
throughout all layers are published to the universe – or 
even publicly within the enterprise. In general, services in 
a given domain have a defined “visibility” to other services. 
Examples are “public”, “intra-enterprise”, “intra-domain” 
and “inter-domain”. For example, in the procedure & 
resource domain, only the top-level services would be 
marked “inter-domain” (which by default implies intra-
enterprise), while lower-level services would be “intra-
domain”. This is an important topic, but space prevents 
further discussion here.

Application Composition
How is the layering used? Figure 2 shows a simplified version 
of two applications. The boxes represent services (service 
interfaces not shown). When each service is implemented 
by wrapping (a part of) a legacy or packaged application, 
this is known as “application composition”. When the 
service implementations are components, from the outside 
this also looks like an application composition, but from an 
internals viewpoint it is usually referred to as a component 
composition. Note that lower-level services in Figure 2 are 
used in common by both applications. The dashed blue 
lines illustrate the services within each application if it were 
to be deployed without the other.

Choreographed Services
Compositions almost always have a top-level service 
that “choreographs” the lower-level services such as 
InvoiceManager in Figure 2. There can also be be lower-
level choreographers such as InvoiceManager in Figure 2. 
Choreographing services not only manages the usage of a 
set of lower-level services, but also often delegate services. 
For example, InvoiceManager would probably provide a 
“create invoice” service, but would delegate the actual 

2Although each layer is given an industry-neutral name in the figure, experience since the book was written suggests that it may be better to allow variations both 
in the number of layers and in their names according to the industry domain being addressed.
3Services provided by “session logic” the user interaction domain, although little discussed, can be useful – for example to workflow.
4There is an OMG standard for a Currency Book – see OMG document formal/00–06–29 Currency Specification.
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5This style of interaction is quite different from that proposed by OOD (and also different to that proposed by the earlier structured design approaches). A useful set 
of articles on service interfaces and allied subjects can be found at [8].
6In the foreseeable but probably distant future, technology advances may be such that the difference we draw between processes and procedures will disappear.

creation of an invoice to the Invoice component, which 
would be responsible for validating data provided as well 
as ensuring that the invoice is written to a database. In the 
procedure & resource domain, the choreography of a single 
service request is most usually done within the context of 
a single ACID transaction, and that the service is stateless 
to any client.

Choreography is an implementation of the mediator pattern 
[4] which minimizes dependencies between the things 
being choreographed (or mediated). One of the features of 
this pattern is that interfaces are “data heavy” – much more 
data is passed across interfaces than is the case when 
traditional object-oriented design is used.5

Service Assemblies
Clearly services are assembled in some 
way (unless, of course, the implementation 
is a single monolith with multiple different 
service interfaces – hardly an ideal 
approach to SOA). We can usefully 
identify four different kinds of service 
assembly: composite apps (discussed 
above), aggregations, choreographies, 
and collaborations.

Aggregations
An aggregated service is a service 
whose implementation, whether or not 
a component composition designed 
along mature CBSE lines, is bound 

together before deployment so that any 
internal interfaces do not use web services 
technology, or if they do, are not designed 
to be autonomous services following best 
practice SOA design. A number of J2EE 
implementations of SOA have taken this 
approach, one valid reason being a lack of 
web services optimization in the middleware.

Choreographies
The nature of choreography was discussed 
previously in the context of component 
compositions. However, another major use 
of choreographed services is in the business 
process and workflow domain, typically 
managed by BPM, EAI, or workflow products. 
They generally assume the existence of 

component or application assemblies that provide “core 
business” procedure services, and generally invoke these 
lower-level services asynchronously.6 Figure 3 illustrates a 
much-simplified order fulfilment service, which is a four-
step business process. This choreographs lower-level 
services provided by the “core business system” or the 
procedure & resource domain.

Most services in the business process domain make 
use of core business procedures and resources. Hence 
a prerequisite for effective BPM is service-enabled core 
systems. This is as important for out-sourced applications 
as it is for in-house produced ones. Thus the specification 
of an outsourced application should include definitions of 
the services that should be provided at the various business 
function levels, together with a requirement that such services 

Figure 2: Layering Example

Figure 3: Choreographed Services
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should be composable without the unfortunate side-effects 
often found when wrapping monolithic legacy systems.

Collaborations
A collaboration service is a service that provides for a 
conversation between two or more participants. Figure 4 
shows a simplified example of a supply negotiation service. 
The supply negotiation service is triggered by a low-stock 
condition in Alpha Retail, and the request for re-supply 
takes the form of an offer (perhaps “can you supply 100 
units at $10 each?”). Ace Wholesale replies with a counter-
offer (perhaps “We can supply 100 at $12 or 200 at $10). 
Alpha responds with a counter-offer of, say, “how about 
150 at $11 each”. This is accepted, and both parties agree. 
Alpha’s side of the collaboration service then places the 
order, while Ace begins order fulfillment.

A collaboration service consists of two or more parts, to 
which all parties must pre-agree, and a given enterprise 
provides business function by choreographing lower-level 
services within that enterprise.

The Impact Analysis Service
In the first of the two future scenarios presented in Part 
1 [5] an impact assessment is automatically presented 
when Elaine Simmonds, in the role of service analyst for 
the Purchasing organization in ABC Manufacturing, defines 
a new “call-off” purchasing process. This also requires a 
new Contract component, which Elaine defines using a 
Contracts DSL provided by their “SuperERP” package, 
which includes purchasing. When all the changes had been 
made and unit-tested, Elaine was informed by the system 

of the likely impact of the changes. She was then able to 
inform IT about likely size of their task of system-testing 
the changes and deploying the new function. Thus an 
immediate impact assessment enabled IT to estimate pretty 
accurately at which system refresh cycle the new process 
could be deployed, and hence when user training for use of 
the new process could start.

How was the impact analysis done? Well, it’s 
posited on the kind of application structure 
discussed previously. Figure 5 illustrates 
in very simplified form what such a service 
model might look like in the purchasing area.7 
(The composition for Accounts Payable is 
not shown in the figure). Contract is shown 
with diagonal stripes, meaning it’s available 
(as part of SuperERP’s function), but not 
implemented. Service invocations – which 
are, of course, dependencies – are shown 
by arrows, and the XML schemas for data 
flowing on each service invocation are also in 
the model (not shown in Figure 5).

The scenario in fact shows two instances 
of impact analysis: the first is when Elaine 
asks the system what’ll be affected by the 

Figure 4: Service Collaboration

XML Data Flows

Unlike program variable names, XML tags flow between 
systems at runtime, and therefore must be agreed 
beforehand. Compare this with e.g. CORBA, where the 
standard does not define whether identifiers in interface 
definitions are significant or not. That is, such identifiers 
used on the client side are not required to match those 
used at the server side (but of course everything else must 
match). With SOAP messages used in web services, things 
are quite different. Each end of a web services interaction 
must use same XML tags otherwise things will break.

This creates a strong demand for some form of data 
dictionary for the XML tags used in messaging. In effect, 
data sent around the enterprise in the form of XML-based 
massages constitute what might be called the business type 
system for the enterprise. A data dictionary reduces the 
amount of mapping that has to be done between different 
tags that actually mean the same thing – a common source 
of errors in service data flows. The XML documents used in 
web service messaging are, if you like, “objects by value” 
which are mapped by middleware to real objects inside the 
service implementations.

7A real-life design for this application area (suppliers, purchase orders, delivery, automated warehousing) could well result in around 60 procedure & resource 
components, including perhaps a 20 utility components that would probably be used by other application areas. 
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proposed change, and the second is when, after testing, 
impact points are returned by the system.

Things Affected by a Change
One of the things Elaine does is to ask “the system” what 
will be affected by introducing Contracts. The client tool 
used by Elaine invokes an Impact Service that navigates 
the service model (which could be part of the application 
portfolio). The Impact Service can back-track up and down 
the dependencies and also check on where data is handled 
(see sidebar “XML Data Flows”). In particular, primary keys 
of component types added (in our case only Contract 
Number) are tracked to see where they could flow to. Sinks 
(end points at the bottom of the directed acyclic graphs of 
dependencies) are noted, as well as transverse flows within 
business processes.

But does not the addition of a data item flowing around 
impact all interfaces through which the added item flows? 
This would certainly be the case with tightly-coupled 
technologies, and when web services are used as a mere 
externalization of tightly-coupled technologies, then, as 
discussed in [6], web services become tightly-coupled. 
However, when XML is properly exploited, additional data 
items can be included in the data flow and will be ignored 
by any component that does not look for them.

In our example, we assume that Account Payable does not 
require the Contract Number, although the GRT (Goods 

Received Ticket) data is passed across 
to it in the “Receive Delivery” business 
process.

OK, but how does the GRT get singled 
out as the other service affected by 
the addition of Contract? Well, since 
SuperERP already knows what changes 
there are in data flows if a particular 
function is configured in, it is able 
to highlight that “Purchase Order” 
and “Goods In Receipt” are affected. 
However, SuperERP’s Goods In Receipt 
is not used, the model showing that it 
has been replaced by another package’s 
function – the Goods Received Ticket 
provided by Automated Warehousing 
System (AWS).

Had this not been the case, and it was 
necessary for the impact service to trace 
all potentially-affected services, then 
Elaine would have been shown more 
detail, and would have had to investigate 
which were real by inspecting the model. 

For example, the last step in the Call-Off Purchasing process 
is invoked by some event (such as receipt of goods on the 
loading bay in the warehouse). This is indicated in Figure 
5 by the small blob on the invocation arrow into “Receive 
Delivery”. Data flow analysis shows Purchase Order data 
(including Contract Number) flowing in the Warehouse 
Manager assembly only to the GRT “sink”. It also flows 
to Accounts Payable via the Receive Delivery business 
process, and Elaine would have been told that some sink 
service in Accounts Payable was also potentially affected. 
However, she would have found, on inspection of Accounts 
Payable, that the Contract Number would not have been 
used in Accounts Payable: the only audit trail requirement 
is Purchase Order Number.8

We have made a number of assumptions, some of which 
you might think border on the heroic. Be that as it may, the 
scenario and how it works under the covers, is intended to 
illustrate the kinds of things that can be contemplated when 
the full potential of service orientation, components, and 
XML are considered.

Since the contract number must be written to Purchase 
Order and GRT persistent storage, the model can also 
show whether data schema changes are needed, which 
would have much greater impact than if they are not. In this 
case, SuperERP already has a Contract Number defined for 
Purchase Order in its DB schema, so no problem there. AWS 
happens to use a new XML database, where tuples can be 

Figure 5: Proposed Changes to the Application Model

8Note, however, that the data flow in the model could be annotated to show audit trails.
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added dynamically to the schema (even if only in an “any” 
element). An XML database contains XML documents, and 
can also index them for fast access. XML elements can be 
variable length, as can the documents themselves. In our 
scenario, we assume that in the near future, this kind of data 
storage will have evolved to the point where it can be used 
in at least some categories of enterprise application.

Note also that Elaine could have been working on, and could 
have seen a visualization of, the business requirements 
model rather than the application system model. But the 
impact assessment would use the system model, it being 

more complete, for example in terms 
of fully defined data flows. Traceability 
from business model to application 
system model is achieved through use 
of the Business/IT Bridge approach 
[7]. If SuperERP development had 
used this approach, then both models 
would have the same structure.

Measuring the Impact
Figure 6 shows the system model after 
Elaine has made the required changes. 
New services are light blue, changed 
services have diagonal stripes, existing 
service invocations are dotted, and 
new invocations solid.

An impact measure of 12 was given 
to Elaine by the system. How was this 
calculated? Well, it could have been 
derived from the kind of information 
shown in Table 1 (where asterisks 
indicate usage of utility services not 
shown in Figure 6). 

“Complexity” is derived from service development metrics,9 
which include function points, and factored by whether this 
is a config-only change, and whether the data base is 
affected. “DAG” (Directed Acyclic Graph) shows the number 
of services in the item’s assembly. “Dependencies” are the 
number of new dependencies (service invocations). “Data 
Model” is the number of classes in the service’s data model. 
Finally, the “Impact Factor” is based on a formula that takes 
all the various metrics into account. For example, although 
the scope of Call-Off Purchasing is 14, the fact that only 
three services within that scope are changed means that 

Item Service 
Type 

Change Complexity DAG Dependencies Data Model Impact 
Factor

Call-Off 
Purchasing 

Process New 1 14 4 30 4

Contract Resource New, Config 4 1* 1* 15 5

Purchase Order Resource Change Config 
DB

1 3* 3* 20 1

GRT Resource Change Config 
DB

1 1* 1* 14 2

Table 1: Impact Analysis

Figure 6: Proposed Changes to the Application Model

9Component-based development for service implementations lend itself very nicely to metrics that express degree of complexity, one of whose constituents is 
function points. Space prevents this subject being further discussed here.
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the impact is much less than if (for example) all were new 
– which would be the case if the whole assembly was a 
green-field development.

In the situation where older legacy or packaged applications 
are handled through service wrappers, the uncertainly is of 
course higher. It is possible to ascribe a notional service 
assembly structure to such applications in a system model. 
Although the level of uncertainty in impact estimates would 
be higher, the technique should be able to be applied with 
some level of usefulness.

This level of uncertainty can have a value ascribed to it. 
Thus the approach can be applied to assessing a service 
architecture with a view to re-structuring to increase its 
adaptability and composability. Clearly there is a cost/
benefit tradeoff in such re-structuring. When a component-
based service model is derived from a business element 
model and then mapped to legacy function (for example to 
provide better traceability), this can also be used to assess 
the cost of any re-structuring. Reasons to re-structure may 
include a wish to increase the number of potential services 
at various levels of visibility because not having those 
services published is causing problems.

Summary
This article has reviewed service assemblies, and how 
greater layering and structuring of business function can add 
to the composability of services by reducing dependencies 
through application of dependency-management patterns. 
Service assemblies structured in this way can provide the 
basis for impact analysis, traceability, and possibly other 
benefits. This potential is enhanced if the agile potential of 
XML within web services technology is exploited.

Of course, the discussion on impact analysis has been in the 
context of a scenario set in the near future. However, work 
is under way today on the development of the concepts 
presented, and so far, the outlook for their realization is 
good.
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